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Cordaware GmbH Informationlogistics Derbystrasse 5 85276 Pfaffenhofen Germany Tel:  +49 (0)8441 85 93-200 Fax: +49 (0)8441 85 93-300 E-Mail: info@cordaware.com 
12:45 pm: All exchange  services are temporary not available. Please have There is a faster way!Service Desk:

We roll out an update for the e-mail client at the moment.During this period the programwill be closed and locked toensure correct installation.Thank you for your patience.
Service Desk Information
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Function Description B P E  A  A 

E 
Shared Whitheboard Freely configurable whiteboard to 

presentate sent messages 
(for example incidents) clearly.      

Caption The Caption is a preparatory  
headline, which stops at the end of 
the ticker.      

Demand Group An interactive request and  
dynamically alignment of asset files 
from users.       

Barrier-free It is possible to create messages  
individually for a barrier-free  
presentation.      

Multilingual Sending messages in different  
languages simultaneously.      

Personalized visual 
appearance It is possible to design the back-

ground and the text of the ticker      
Content management Centralized allocation of documents 

and files in ticker messages and  
pop-ups.      

Acknowlegdement of  
receipt Immediate feedback about number 

and details of recipients as table.      
Presentation mode The ticker can be faded out during 

presentations automatically.       
Mobile Client  
Connections Client Connections over IMAP4, 

XMPP/Jabber, Active Sync possible.      
SSL All connections can be carried out  

over SSL alternatively.       
Exclusion from recipient 

groups Certain recipient groups (e. g. VIPs) 
can be excluded from the receipt of  
messages actively.      

Turn on screen The screen can be turned on  
automatically by incoming messages 
or alarm notifications.      

Legend: B = Basis; P = Professional; E = Enterprise; A = Alarm; A E = Alarm Enterprise 
                                   = available                                 =not available                             

http://www.cordaware.com/
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Function Description B P E  A  A 

E 
Response Sending a text as response from the 

recipient.      
Wake on LAN  

support In case of an alert the computer can be 
turned on via Wake on LAN, if it gets a 
message.      

LDAP support Access and synchronisation of AD and 
Windows domains.       

Groupmanager Integrated management tool for an 
easy LDAP directory synchronization 
with the Infoserver.      

API Interface to connect the software with 
other applications.      

FTPToInfo Advanced API to generate messages 
automatically.      

Interface MailToInfo Connecting external systems  
easily (e. g. ticket tools).      

Interface InfoToMail An additional possibility to inform 
certain groups (e. g. VIPs) via  
E-Mail/SMS.       

Report Generator Individual creation of reports.      
Filegroups Adding user groups from external lists.      
Autogroups Supplemental opportunity to generate 

user groups from external systems  
automatically.       

Infoszenarios Sending different messages to diverse 
recipients with one click  
simultaneously.       

Multiuser A flexible copy of client structures. For 
example the creation of powerusers 
with scalable access rights and  
ressources.       

Safety Group The distribution of critical messages 
has to be authorized.       

Legend: B = Basis; P = Professional; E = Enterprise; A = Alarm; A E = Alarm Enterprise 
                                  = available                                   =not available                           
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Function Description B P E  A  A 

E 
Dynamic Channels Dynamic distribution of information 

(Only the users get the message, 
who are using a certain application at 
the moment).      

Multiclient entities Simultaneous Client Connections to 
different servers.       

Servergrid The Servergrid consists of a  
combination of one Main-Infoserver 
and serveral Client-Infoservers.       

Alerting by a key or key 
combination Systematical distribution of an alert 

via an individual adjustable key or 
key combination.      

Location-Based Alerting Dynamic alerting in dependency from 
the location of the initiator and the 
recipients.      

Cascading recipient 
groups The alarm-recipient group is  

extending automatically until the  
predefined minimum of recipients is 
reached.       

Alarm-Confirmation The recipents are able to send a  
confirmation to the activator by a 
mouse click.      

Alarm Feedback for 
the initiator The alarm-initiator receives an  

immediate feedback about the  
number of recipients, who got the 
alarm.      

All Clear through  
alarm-initiator The alarm can be canceled with a 

click easily. In addition an all clear 
message is sent.      

Legende: B = Basis; P = Professional; E = Enterprise; A = Alarm; A E = Alarm Enterprise 
                                  = available                                   =not available                           
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